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Focus in 10 Target Industries and 1 of 10
Industries China Government Promotion
and Main Power Driving in Sector
Industries and Change Economic by Focus
R&D

Currently, Policy “Thailand 4.0” this
Driving by Technology and Innovation
with 10 Target Industries and EEC
Project

AI

is a branch of computer science. Used
for the development of a computer or machine,
have a thinking process is equal to humans.
such as
Think and Imitation Human Behavior or
Decision to Solve Problems, etc.

Types of Artificial Intelligence
according to the level of ability and intelligence can be
into 3 levels

1. Artificial Narrow
Intelligence: ANI
2. Artificial General
Intelligence: AGI
3. Artificial Superintelligence:
ASI

Artificial Intelligence of China
Figure: The market size AI Industry of China since 2014-2018
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1. Technology, in a current divided into 2 types
include (1) general artificial intelligence enterprises,
which focuses on technology and R&D (2)The
applied artificial intelligence enterprises.
2. Application, In the application of artificial
intelligence such as financial, medical, automotive
and a parts of businesses is basic information.
3. The Region, a countries with new innovations.
There is a top level of the world, such as United
States of America, England, Israel Including Beijing
Shanghai and Shenzhen

Table : Value AI technology in China industries, which is forecasts in 2030

Industry

Applications

1. Financial

Apply AI technology, apply in risk control, asset management, and consultant’s
intelligent investment
2. Automotive The advancement of AI technology in automotive Will be increase the value up to
500,000 billion yuan

3. Medical
4. Retail

The enhance of R&D and enhancing the efficiency of the service of diagnosing
diseases with AI technology. Will be a help to reduce the cost up to 400 billion yuan
Efficiency enhancing of the marketing online. forecasts marketing precisely. and Will
be helping to reduce the cost of storage With AI technology, will be to help increase
value and reduce costs by up to 4.2 billion yuan

China artificial intelligence promotion policy
Month/ Year
May 2015

Department
State Council of PRC

Policy

Content

“Made in China 2025”

Promote Intelligent Manufacturing is
Mainly
July 2015 State Council of PRC. About beginning promoted Encourage AI to be 1 of the 11 majors
“Internet Plus”
of Internet Plus.
Focus on discovering new innovations
March 2016 State Council of PRC. The 13th China
Development Plan, 5 Year in artificial intelligence technology.
(Draft)
Training on artificial intelligence
May 2016 National Development Artificial Intelligence
and Reform Commission: Operation Plan “Internet
development, start up, promote
NDRC
Plus”, 3 Year
innovation and intelligent products
Table conclude of Chinese artificial intelligence promotion policy

China artificial intelligence promotion policy
Month/ Year

Department

July 2016

State Council of
PRC.
March 2017 State Council of
PRC.
July 2017 State Council of
PRC.

December
2017

Department of
Industry and
technology

Policy

Content

The 13th China Development Plan, Focus on the development of artificial
5 Year about innovation technology intelligence technology driven by Big Data
Action plan report of government The first time AI writing on Action plan
report of the government
New artificial intelligence
Propose the "3-step strategy" with the
development plan
announcement to be the world leader in AI
by 2030
Action Plan for the development of Promote the development of the AI industry.
the new era of artificial intelligence Enhance manufacturing intelligent and
industry, 3 years (2018 - 2020)
integration between artificial intelligence and
economy together.
Table conclude of Chinese artificial intelligence promotion policy

Opportunities and Cooperation in
Artificial Intelligence between
China-Thailand

Table : Opportunity and Challenges in convince investment from China

Opportunity

Challenges
1. Investment
1. The government and private sectors of Thailand
Investment value is 49,298 million yuan, with Chinese develop technology and human resources to have the
investors focusing on application. And have invested in potential to support investment from China and abroad
3 ranks, include
2. in a part of people, it is necessary to understand that
1) Computer Vision (Computer Vision)
the industry condition has changed, with insufficient
2) Natural Language Processing (NLP)
investment knowledge Need to have expertise in
3) Automatic Driving
technology including AI as well.
2. Research
Participation in research and development of artificial
Based on the published amount of thesis estimates, intelligence technology together in both countries. For
China's AI technology research has developed rapidly drive mutual investment in the future.
Has published the most AI research in the world

Table : Opportunity and Challenges in convince investment from China

Opportunity
3. DATA
The Internet and the Internet of Things (IoT) of
China, with about 772 million internet users

Challenges
Development of a database system in the form of
Big Data to complete and must have to invest in
computing infrastructure Enormous to increase the
power and efficiency of data processing

4. In China, Government Support
which is very important that help drive of AI
technology industry in China to development and
progress rapidly.

Currently, Thailand government have an additional investment policies and
promotional measures on focus 3 target are projects investment increases the
competitiveness of the countries, projects Investment reduce inequality, and
projects investment sustainability.
For Suggestion policies and measures that applied to the artificial
intelligence industry such as,
1. Especially investment policy promotion in the category of artificial intelligence.
2. Increase Competency
3. HR Develop
4. Product Standards
5. Establishment Thai-China artificial intelligence industrial estate
Etc…

Conclude

Thailand may consider
exchanging knowledge, especially
between educational institutions to
exchange experiences and
knowledge on technology for
quality of life which is the trend to
grow continuously throughout to
the world.
Which will be Good result for
laying the foundation Chinese Thai cooperation in artificial
intelligent.
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